Knightmare Arcanist Frith Chronicles Book 1
Engli
Getting the books knightmare arcanist frith chronicles book 1 engli now is not type of inspiring
means. You could not abandoned going gone books heap or library or borrowing from your connections
to entrance them. This is an no question simple means to speciﬁcally acquire lead by on-line. This online
pronouncement knightmare arcanist frith chronicles book 1 engli can be one of the options to accompany
you past having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. undertake me, the e-book will entirely broadcast you additional issue to read.
Just invest little grow old to entrance this on-line statement knightmare arcanist frith chronicles
book 1 engli as capably as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Crossing in Time D. L. Orton 2019-02-23 The past isn't over, it's an opening; the future isn't hidden, it's a
trap. If she ever wants to see him again, she'll have to take the risk.Fall into this "engaging, funny,
romantic & harrowing" (Publishers Weekly ¿¿'d Review) time-travel love story and prepare to encounter a
ﬁnicky time machine, a mysterious seashell, and a very clever dog (some sex, some swearing, some
violence, but no vampires and absolutely no ditzes.)With over 200 5-¿¿ reviews, you don't want to miss
this "engaging, funny, romantic & harrowing" (Publishers Weekly Starred Review) action-packed, darkly
comedic, dystopian, time-travel, love story-some sex, some swearing, some violence, but no vampires
and absolutely NO DITZES!Think The Andromeda Strain meets Back to the Future with a healthy dose of
Dirty Dancing.
Autobiography of a Sex Worker Naḷini Jamīla 2007 Sex workers are free in four respects: we don't have to
cook for a husband; we don't have to wash his dirty clothes; we don't have to ask for his permission to
raise our kids as we deem ﬁt; we don't have to run after a husband claiming rights to his property.? Fiery,
outspoken and often wickedly funny, this candid account of one woman's life as a sex worker in Kerala
became a bestseller when it was ﬁrst published in Malayalam. Nalini Jameela, who takes her name from
both Hindu and Muslim traditions, worked as a child in the clay mines. She has been a wife, mother,
successful business woman and social activist ? as well as a sex worker ? at diﬀerent stages of her life.
This is Nalini Jameela's story, told in her inimitably honest and down- to-earth style, of her search for
dignity, empowerment and freedom on her own terms.
Summoner: the Outcast Taran Matharu 2019-01-10 The highly anticipated prequel to the New York
Times bestselling Summoner trilogy. Arcturus is just an orphaned stable boy when he accidentally
summons a demon. As Hominum's ﬁrst common summoner, he becomes the key to a secret that the
powerful nobility would do anything to keep hidden. He is immediately whisked away to Vocans Academy
where the lost arts of summoning, spell craft and demonology are taught to the noble children of the
Empire. In no time, Arcturus ﬁnds himself surrounded by enemies as noble teachers and students
question his right to be there. But before he can even attempt to make friends, his life is turned upside
down once again, for the Empire is in turmoil. Rebellion is simmering among the masses, and it will not
be long before it boils over. Arcturus must choose a side . . . or watch the Empire crumble Set before the
events of SUMMONER: The Novice this is the perfect introduction to the New York Times bestselling
SUMMONER series.
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Elseerian Ben Hale 2017-03-03 The assassination of heroes was once a warning . . . for an invasion that
nearly destroyed the world. Nations were slaughtered, cities were erased from existence, and defending
armies were crushed into oblivion. With hundreds of thousands dead the races stood on the verge of
extinction. But the end did not come. Instead the black horde vanished, leaving terriﬁed survivors in its
wake. As the centuries passed the holocaust faded into myth and legend. With the tale forgotten the
renewed signs go unheeded. Only a supreme warrior can stave oﬀ the inevitable, a warrior named
Elseerian. For the killings have already begun . . .
Wizardoms Jeﬀrey L. Kohanek 2019-09-12 Jerrell Landish is a thief, clever, creative, and conniving to the
extreme. His legendary exploits force him to use the name Jace just to remain inconspicuous. When he
accepts a contract to acquire a secret, enchanted amulet, he discovers the item has already been stolen.
To satisify the leader of the Thieves' Guild, he must track down the amulet and complete the ultimate
objective: Assassinate Wizard Lord Taladain, a man with the power of a god. Rhoa is an acrobat,
diminutitve, agile, and daring. Armed with the Eye of Obscurance, she sets out to accomplish the
unthinkable. Haunted by a troubled past, she cannot escape a single, all-consuming desire. She would
risk anything to see Lord Taladain dead. Taladain's daughter, Narine, is a princess who recently
graduated as a master wizardess. However, her father and brother seek nothing but power - one would
use her to strengthen his position, the other views her as a threat to his future. Can she navigate
troubled waters with danger lurking at every turn? Eye of Obscurance is the ﬁrst entry in Fate of
Wizardoms, a fantasy epic ﬁlled with magic, adventure, and intrigue, perfect for fans of Robert Jordan,
Brandon Sanderson, and Michael J. Sullivan.
Magick and Mischief Michelle M. Pillow 2019-12-04 Andrea Breaux has been on the run for years. But
when she encounters a handsome, immortal Scottish warlock and his powerful toddler who adores her,
she can’t seem to resist the duo! A fun, spellbinding romance full of hijinks and humor. (Bookbub) Magic,
Mischief & Kilts! A modern-day Scottish warlock paranormal romance by NYT Bestselling Author Michelle
M. Pillow. Kenneth doesn’t have room for anything in his life beyond his responsibilities as an immortal
warlock and a father. Being a single dad is diﬃcult, especially when that toddler is more powerful than
his entire magickal family combined. Standing against forces who want nothing more than to harness his
daughter’s power takes focus, dedication, and the willingness to put his life on hold. So when the
mysterious yet beautiful Andrea appears on his doorstep, he can’t help but distrust her. For two years,
Andrea Breaux has been running from a dangerous supernatural force. She’s learned to stay on the
move, to never allow grass to grow under her feet, and to be suspicious of everyone and everything.
When she ﬁnds herself in a house surrounded by magicks and a powerful child who would rather she not
leave, Andrea isn’t sure what to do or if she even wants to go. But staying puts everyone at risk,
especially the Scottish hottie in a kilt, Kenneth MacGregor. From the Highlands of Scotland to the valleys
of Wisconsin... Book Seven of the Warlocks MacGregor® series by NY Times and USA TODAY Bestselling
Author, Michelle M. Pillow.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____ About the Warlocks MacGregor® Series People know magic is fake--card tricks and illusions,
magicians and entertainers. But there is an older magick, a powerful force hidden from modern eyes,
buried in folklore and myths, remembered by the few who practice the old ways and respect the lessons
of past generations. The term "warlock" is a variation on the Old English word waerloga, primarily used
by the Scots. It meant traitor, monster or deceiver. This ﬁction-based family includes males and females
of magick. The MacGregors do not agree with how history has labeled them, or other supernaturals. To
them, warlock means magick, family, and immortality. This series is not a portrayal of modern-day
witchcraft or those who hold such beliefs. The MacGregors are a magickal class all their own. Warning:
Contains yummy, hot, mischievous MacGregors who are almost certainly up to no good on their quest to
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ﬁnd true love. And Uncle Raibeart. Praise For Magick and Mischief 5 Stars! "As usual, Michelle M. Pillow
did an amazing job!" Mary Cook, thriller ﬁction author (2020) 5 Stars! "My favorite Michelle Pillow book. I
never thought I 'd be able to choose any one book. I love this one." Cheri, Vine Voice (Bookbub 2020)
Warlocks MacGregor® series: Love Potions Spellbound Stirring up Trouble Cauldrons and Confessions
Spirits and Spells Kisses and Curses Magick and Mischief A Dash of Destiny A Streak of Lightning More to
Come! Genres: Contemporary, Scottish, Magic, Paranormal, Shifter Romance, witches, warlock,
Highlander Romance, comedy, magic romance, shapeshifter romance, Scottish Romance, millionaire,
billionaire, nobility, bad boy hero, Psychic, action and adventure, romantic comedy, fantasy, hea,
humorous romance, romantic adventure, kick ass heroine, kick butt chick, alpha male, comedy romance,
demons, ghosts, haunting, spirits, hea, humor, romantic suspense, suspense, werecat, Wizards &
Witches, witch romance, phoenix, werefox, fox shifter, Scottish Romance, Highlander. Perfect for fans of
Diana Gabaldon, L.L. Muir, J. R. Ward, Lauren Smith, Gena Showalter, Laurann Dohner, Charlene
Hartnady, Darynda Jones, S. E. Smith, Evangeline Anderson, Christine Feehan, Donna Grant, Rebecca
Zanetti, Anna Hackett, Kresley Cole, Lynsay Sands, Nalini Singh, Genevieve Jack, Felicity Heaton, Victoria
Dahl, Jennifer L Armentrout, Carrie Ann Ryan, Elizabeth Hunter, Patricia Briggs, Laurell K. Hamilton, Lora
Leigh, Alisa Woods.
Outlaw K. Eason 2022-07-12 In the heart of the Illhari Republic... Snowdenaelikk returns to Illharek, the
city--and life--she rejected, looking for help against the vengeful dragon god rising on the border. With
her comes Veiko, her outlander partner who can talk to the dead. But instead of allies, Snow ﬁnds
conspiracy. The enemy’s already in Illharek. And when the city falls, the dragon will be waiting. Praise for
K. Eason's Books "This story delights from cover to cover. The political intrigue never fails to surprise,
each character is layered and compelling, and there’s a perfect balance between science-ﬁction action
and fairy-tale fantasy. Do not, under any circumstances, miss out on this." —Kirkus (starred review) on
How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse "Eason adds a feminist modern twist to fairy tale and sf
tropes while presenting an intergalactic adventure that enthralls in its own right, striking that ideal
balance between original and familiar.... A delightful start to what promises to be a smart, unique series."
—Booklist (starred review) on How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse "Exquisitely written with
complex characters, sardonic wit, and immersive worldbuilding. Highly recommended." —Library Journal
(starred review) on How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse “Readers seeking a genre-blending tale
will enjoy Eason’s no-nonsense tone as she sets the plot of a thriller within her established world of
science ﬁction and fantasy.” —Booklist on Nightwatch on the Hinterlands “Eason has a real talent for
building engrossing and intricate worlds that feel both whimsical and real at the same time.” —The Quill
to Live on Nightwatch on the Hinterlands “Splendid stuﬀ!” —Jason M. Hough, New York Times bestselling
author on Nightwatch on the Hinterlands “[This] is a perfect blending of sci-ﬁ and fantasy/b with a pair of
the most unlikely and enjoyable detectives you’ll ever meet.” —Stephen Blackmoore, author of the Eric
Carter series on
Star Marque Rising Shami Stovall 2019-02-19 "The best modern sci-ﬁ since Wool by Hugh Howey." (Abbey Reads) The Star Marque, led by a cyborg captain, and crewed by humans, rises in the military
ranks of a superhuman-dominated society. But when the captain turns to assassinations and blackmail,
the ﬁrst mate attempts to save the lives of the crew before they're caught and executed.
The Ethereal Squadron Shami Stovall 2021-05-28 Sorcerers. Grave-Maker Gas. A secret battle fought
during World War I. The Ethereal Squadron, a Special Forces team of soldiers who wield magic, wages a
secret war against the enemy sorcerers of the central powers. Florence Cavell, codename Geist, has a
unique magical ability-she can become ghost-like and incorporeal-allowing her to inﬁltrate enemy forts
with ease. But when the central powers unleash their magic corrupting Grave-Maker Gas, a deadly
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weapon that warps everything it touches, the war shifts in their favor. To have any hope of combating
the new threat, Geist must retrieve the schematics for Grave-Maker Gas, but the production labs are in
the heart of enemy-controlled territory. Together with a team of allied sorcerers, each with their own
unique magical abilities, Geist must race against time, navigate deadly trench warfare, and ﬁght against
warped monsters in order to turn the tides of the Great War.
Games Creatures Play Charlaine Harris 2014-04-01 Welcome to the wide world of paranormal pastimes,
where striking out might strike you dead. Editors Charlaine Harris and Toni L. P. Kelner are your
announcers for this collection of the most peculiar plays ever made—including a story featuring Sookie
Stackhouse and Manfred Bernardo… Sports fans live and die by their teams’ successes and
failures—though not literally. But these ﬁfteen authors have written spirited—in more ways than
one—tales of killer competitions that would make even the most die-hard players ask to be benched. This
anthology includes tales of unusual athletics by: JAN BURKE • DANA CAMERON • ADAM-TROY CASTRO •
BRENDAN DuBOIS • CHARLAINE HARRIS • TONI L. P. KELNER • CAITLIN KITTREDGE • WILLIAM KENT
KRUEGER • ELLEN KUSHNER • MERCEDES LACKEY • JOE R. LANSDALE • LAURA LIPPMAN • SEANAN
McGUIRE • BRANDON SANDERSON • SCOTT SIGLER
Coliseum Arcanist Shami Stovall 2020-04-10 Adventure. Competition. A duel to the death. While on a
journey to the famous city of Thronehold, Volke Savan learns of the Sovereign Dragon Tournament. The
massive celebration involves hundreds of arcanists competing for fame and glory, and Volke is
determined to win. Dark forces dwell in the city, however, and rumors of the legendary world serpent
spread amongst the shadows. Whoever bonds with a god-like mystical creature will gain magic beyond
compare, and the queen's guards suspect cutthroats will use the chaos of the tournament to hide their
plotting. Unsure of who to trust, Volke investigates the terrible rumors while advancing in the ranks of the
tournament. Unfortunately, the true villain may be closer than he realizes... Continue the Frith Chronicles
with the third book, Coliseum Arcanist! Praise for the Frith Chronicles! "Absolutely brilliant." Archaeolibrarian for Knightmare Arcanist (Frith Chronicles, Book 1) "With a thoroughly satisfying ending
that hints at an incredible future for the series, Dread Pirate Arcanist is an unequivocal triumph." ManyBooks for Dread Pirate Arcanist (Frith Chronicles, Book 2)
Darkest Before the Dawn Mike Martin 2018-09-27 Darkest Before The Dawn is the latest adventure in the
Sgt. Winston Windﬂower mystery series, the popular Maritime tales about a Mountie who ﬁnds himself
with a new family and a new life in tiny Grand Bank, Newfoundland. Ghosts, mysterious deaths, and a
new, perplexing character confront Windﬂower, Tizzard and the other police oﬃcers in Grand Bank as
they unearth secrets that have been lying hidden in the sleepy hamlet for decades. A fast-moving
mystery, Darkest Before The Dawn is also a story of love, loss and learning how to grow old gracefully; a
tale of family, community and looking after each other, of not giving up hope, just before the dawn.
Journeys Through Faladon Forge Fiction 2020-07-28 "Elves, dwarves, humans... Jödmun; you mortal races
are all the same, little more than ants crawling on a round table, oblivious to those sitting around it." It
has been centuries since the Mountain Birth, a magical calamity that turned the Jödmun from men into...
something else. Part curse, part blessing, the Jödmun need neither food nor shelter, living as veritable
stone men. One among them, Ürbon the Wanderer, will emerge from his people's centuries-long
isolation. A chance encounter with an unusually violent elvish people leaves Ürbon without a ship,
without his men, and without direction, changing the course of his life forever. In a journey across the
vast world of Faladon; from the sandy Savarrah desert to the lush Forgotten Isles, the Human Kingdom of
Ravenburg to the bustling port-city of Venova, Ürbon will gather to him unlikely friends and dangerous
enemies, each seeking a weakness in his stony ﬂesh. This is his tale. A new epic fantasy novel series
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unfolds with it's ﬁrst installment - Journeys Through Faladon: The Titan Divide. Faladon is the ﬁrst Epic
Fantasy Universe created by around 40 co-authors - pushing the limits of collaborative writing and the
fantasy genre.Sure to captivate the hearts of all who pick it upAction packed and fast-paced, this is the
perfect book for lovers of epic fantasy. Following the story of a colorful cast of characters - from the
rational Ürbon to the unpredictable Hydrulian - Journeys Through Faladon: The Titan Divide is at times
humorous but with a compelling dark side and gripping twists. Set in an expansive world; from forgotten
crypts to bustling cities, Faladon is ﬁlled with vibrant races, warring clans, fragile coalitions and deceptive
politics. Making it an excellent choice for readers who loved the immersive politics of G.R.R.Martin's A
Song of Ice and Fire and the strong characters of Andrzej Sapkowski'sThe Witcher Saga.What People Say
about Journeys Through Faladon: The Titan Divide"An expansive world ﬁlled with vibrant characters,
legendary relics and terrible Gods. An immersive story packed with Gut-wrenching battle scenes and
mystical prophecies heralding destruction. Journeys Through Faladon ticks all the right boxes!""Journeys
Through Faladon - sure to keep even the most veteran fantasy lover turning pages!""With books like Lord
of the Rings, Game of Thrones, we've seen what one bright mind can do, Journeys Through Faladon is an
attestation of what can occur with forty"
A Traitor in Skyhold John Bierce 2019-09-08 Hugh and his friends have, to his great displeasure, become
the center of attention among the student body at Skyhold. It turns out that surviving the depths of the
labyrinth and helping stop a coup both tend to draw a good bit of attention. If Hugh had his way, he'd
happily go back to being just another anonymous student. He has more than enough to deal with already
as he starts his second year, between his crushing load of schoolwork, training as a prospective
candidate to the Librarians Errant, and navigating a long distance relationship.Oh, and the fact that Hugh
and company have been dragged into trying to catch a traitor on the Skyhold Council doesn't make life
any easier. Nor does it help that the traitor is working with the demon Bakori, who lurks in the depths of
the labyrinth below Skyhold, waiting for his chance at revenge.
Venators: Magic Unleashed Devri Walls 2018-04-10 The dark unknown beckons three young adventurers
in this“fast-paced and supernaturally entertaining” YA fantasy series debut (Addison Moore, New York
Times bestselling author of the Celestra series) When their college dorm is inﬁltrated by creatures from
another realm, Rune Jenkins, her twin brother Ryker, and their friend Gray Malteer face otherworldly
dangers beyond imagining. While Rune and Gray are able to escape, Ryker is kidnapped and taken to
Eon—an alternate world where monsters and magic thrive. With the help of a supernatural guide, Rune
and Gray must now travel to Eon to save Ryker—and discover the surprising truth about their own
ancestry. They are Venators: genetically enhanced protectors between Earth and this new world of fae,
vampires, werewolves, and wizards. But as Rune and Grey attempt to ﬁnd their way through Eon, and
learn to accept the responsibility of their inherited powers, they are being set up as pawns in a very
dangerous game…
Lusam Dean Cadman 2016-01-06 Lusam grew up in the relative safety of the Elveen mountains with his
grandmother. She taught him the basics of magic, and discovered quite by accident, that he possessed a
unique skill never seen before, the ability to hide his magical aura from the mage-sight of others. Dark
secrets surround Lusam's origins, and the dark agents of the Empire will stop at nothing to kill Lusam.
But before Lusam could be taught all he needed to know about his past, his grandmother unexpectedly
dies of a fever, and Lusam ﬁnds himself homeless on the unforgiving streets of Helveel. Unbeknown to
Lusam, the only thing keeping him alive is a promise he made to his grandmother, to always hide his
aura, no matter what. Lusam meets and befriends a young thief ﬂeeing her old city of Stelgad, before
making a magical discovery that will change both their lives forever, and possibly the fate of the entire
world.
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A Testament of Steel Davis Ashura 2020-07-03 A young man with no past must progress into a warrior
out of legend. Cinder Shade's life begins on a fateful afternoon at the bottom of a well where he
awakens, bruised, battered, and bereft of all memory. His only understanding is a driving imperative--to
protect those who can't defend themselves and become a warrior worthy of the name. He discovers
within himself a peculiar gift, one in which the codes of combat are made evident and the language of
steel is made clear. When he earns a place at a prestigious elven warrior academy, Cinder ﬁghts to
enhance his knowledge and perhaps even humble the proud elves who believe no human is their equal.
His hard-earned skills are put to the test when strange rumblings emanate from deep in the Dagger
Mountains. Monsters out of myth emerge. And so does something far worse . . . An ancient god. The
world believes this deity long dead, but he is very much alive. And he remembers his enemies all too
well. Even if they don't remember themselves.
Dread Pirate Arcanist Shami Stovall 2020-03-17 Pirates. Griﬃns. A lost treasure worth killing for. While
protecting the newborn griﬃns on the Isle of Landin, Volke Savan and his adopted sister, Illia, run afoul of
the Dread Pirate Calisto, the same cutthroat who carved out Illia's right eye. As a master manticore
arcanist, Calisto's strength and brutality are unrivaled, so when Illia suggests they bring him to justice,
Volke wonders if they'll have what it takes to ﬁght the corsairs on the high seas. A fast-paced fantasy
with magical creatures for those who enjoy the Furies of Calderon (Codex Alera series) by Jim Butcher,
Unsouled (Cradle Series) by Will Wight, and Percy Jackson and the Olympians by Rick Riordan. Praise for
the Frith Chronicles! "Perfect for those who enjoy the Codex Alera series, the Homas Wildus series, and
the Harry Potter series. Stovall is quickly becoming a name I look for." - Seattle Book Review for
Knightmare Arcanist (Frith Chronicles, Book 1) "An addictive series. Shami Stovall has produced a
mesmerizing story of magic, intrigue, and true adventure." - ManyBooks for Knightmare Arcanist (Frith
Chronicles, Book 1) "Absolutely brilliant." - Archaeolibrarian for Knightmare Arcanist (Frith Chronicles,
Book 1)
Dragon Heart Kirill Klevanski 2019-09-05 He was born anew in a world where martial arts were
indistinguishable from magic. He only received a neuronet and meaningless desires from his past life.
What lies ahead? He dreamed of adventure and freedom, but those dreams were taken away from him.
The same way his mother, father, and sister had been taken away. They took the Kingdom, they took his
own destiny. But he is willing to wage a war, against the whole world if need be, to bring everything back.
Even if the army opposes him, his sword won't waver. Even if the Emperor sends the legions, his step
won't falter. Even if demons and gods, heroes and enemies alike are to unite against him, he won't bend
to their will. His own will is iron itself, unstoppable. His name is Hadjar and he heeds the call of the
dragon heart within him.
Jewel of the Endless Erg: Mage Errant John Bierce 2019-02-12 After surviving Skyhold's deadly labyrinth,
Hugh and his friends are looking forwards to an uneventful summer. Their teacher Alustin has chartered
a sandship for a training expedition into the vast sea of sand known as the Endless Erg, aiming for the
wealthy and powerful desert city of Theras Tel. Hugh's happier than he's been in a long, long time, and
he's quite excited for the fresh air, sunshine, and quiet.Of course, given Hugh's luck, their summer is
going to be anything but quiet. They're about to be plunged into a morass of pirates, monsters, warring
cults, ﬂesh-tearing sandstorms, and a conspiracy against Indris Stormbreaker, the dragon queen of
Theras Tel herself.At least Hugh's going to get plenty of fresh air and sunshine.
Warlord Arcanist Shami Stovall 2021-09-21 Kings. Dragons. The start of an all-consuming war. As the
twelve god-creatures appear in the world, nations brace for a inevitable struggle. Some have allied
themselves with the Second Ascension in return for power and protection, but the Frith Guild aims to
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form a counter alliance. Volke Savan, along with the other arcanists of the Frith Guild, must not only ﬁnd
a way to end the arcane plague once and for all, but prevent the remaining god-creatures from falling
into the hands of their enemies. If the Frith Guild can form an alliance between powerful nations, and
defeat the Autarch before he bonds with any god-creatures, perhaps a war can be prevented. But the
dragon arcanists of distant lands have come to challenge Volke and test his worthiness. Despite the evermounting pressures, and lack of time, Volke is determined to not only convince the world's strongest
arcanists of his worth, but to also defeat the god-arcanists of the Second Ascension long before the
appearance of the dreaded apoch dragon. Continue the Frith Chronicles with the sixth book, Warlord
Arcanist! Praise for the Frith Chronicles! "Perfect for those who enjoy the Codex Alera series, the Homas
Wildus series and the Harry Potter series. Stovall is quickly becoming a name I look for." - Seattle Book
Review (for Knightmare Arcanist, Book I) "Dread Pirate Arcanist is a brilliant novel from start to ﬁnish." Coﬀee Pot Book Club (for Dread Pirate Arcanist, Book II) "Marvelously entertaining!" - The Prairies Book
Review (for Coliseum Arcanist, Book III) "It is [the] seamless inclusion of lore, world-building, and
character back story that marks Shami Stovall's writing, and what keeps her books head and shoulders
above others in her genre." - ManyBooks Review (for Plague Arcanist, Book IV) "This was the perfect book
to help ease my stress/fatigue from studying for Law School ﬁnals." - Mike Watkins (for World Serpent
Arcanist, Book V)
Into the Labyrinth John Bierce 2018-10-09 Hugh of Emblin is, so far as he's concerned, the worst
student that the Academy at Skyhold has ever seen. He can barely cast any spells at all, and those he
does cast tend to fail explosively. If that wasn't bad enough, he's also managed to attract the ire of the
most promising student of his year- who also happens to be the nephew of a king. Hugh has no friends,
no talent, and deﬁnitely doesn't expect a mage to choose him as an apprentice at all during the
upcoming Choosing. When a very unexpected mage does choose him as apprentice, however, his life
starts to take a sharp turn for the better. Now all he has to worry about is the ﬁnal test for the ﬁrst yearsbeing sent into the terrifying labyrinth below Skyhold.
Of Covenants C. Kubasta 2017-12-09
The Lost City of Ithos John Bierce 2020-09-04 Half a millennium ago, the sphinx Kanderon Crux and her
allies banished the city of Imperial Ithos from the world of Anastis, in a desperate attempt to defeat the
Ithonian Empire. Her dread weapon, the Exile Splinter, even erased the memory of its location from the
universe. Now it's returning, bringing the Exile Splinter back with it. The great powers of the continent
are desperately hunting for the site of the lost city, knowledge lost even to Kanderon herself. None know
what ancient Ithonian weapons and enchantments might still be found in the ruins, but even the Exile
Splinter alone would be a prize justifying war. Hugh and his friends ﬁnd themselves dragged along on the
search, where they'll face enemy warlocks, sea monsters, liches, unnatural storms, and even a maneating tiger. There's something they're not being told about the lost city, however. Something that has
even Kanderon and the other great powers terriﬁed.
Path of the Guardian Paolo Danese 2020-12-30 The kingdom that had protected him for so many years
had now betrayed him. It had torn everything away from him. Now he was alone, and the end was
approaching. Boren is a young man with a past far more mysterious than he realizes. He is now
desperate, alone, and on the run. His family has just been slaughtered by the assassins of Ferdul, the
usurper king of the island kingdom of Siskail. Why me? This is all he keeps thinking. But the answer will
not be easy to ﬁnd. Rescued by one of the last warrior mages, the duo will need to travel far and face
their worst nightmare. Little do they know a threat long-forgotten is looming. Path of the Guardian is the
ﬁrst book in the epic fantasy trilogy Portal Wars.
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The Blue Haired Girl Adam Hayes 2019-08-28 The Blue Haired Girl - Book 1 of The Zoltan ChroniclesAnni
has always been a slave. Since before she can remember, she has known nothing but the whips of her
mistress and the pain of her magical shackles. Then one day, without warning, everything changes.
Freed from slavery by a mysterious accident, and with only her dwarf companion and magical steed to
guide her, Anni ﬁnds herself in a race across a country destroyed by civil war, desperately trying to reach
the only free land she's ever heard of: The Republic of Zoltan. Pursued by a mysterious enemy that she
does not understand, only one thing is certain: There is something truly strange about the blue-haired
girl... ...Strange and dangerous...
The Siege of Skyhold John Bierce 2021-05-24 The Havath Dominion is marching to war. Humiliated in
the ruins of Imperial Ithos, the Exile Splinter stolen from their grasp by the ancient sphinx Kanderon Crux,
Havath's Duarchs have assembled an army that dwarfs the entire population of Skyhold. Led by their
Great Powers, monsters and mages individually capable of leveling a city, they pose a threat that even
Kanderon, one of the mightiest of Great Powers, and her equally monstrous allies might be unable to
stop. As the Havathi forces push closer and closer to Skyhold, Hugh and his friends train relentlessly,
hoping to make a diﬀerence in the oncoming siege. While they venture into dangerous realms of
untested experimental magic, though, they're already caught up in currents far beyond their control.
Once you're a pawn in the games of the Great Powers, there's no escape.
The Other Prism V. St. Clair 2017-10-19 After being arrested, living in the shadow of his father's legacy,
and being attacked by magical creatures and other mages alike, Hayden Frost was amazed that he
survived his ﬁrst year at Mizzenwald. At least he knew, going into his second year, that things couldn't
possibly get any worse...right?In the second book of The Broken Prism series, Hayden is confronted with
a whole new set of problems: crowds cheering while he ﬁghts for his life against much more skillful
mages; old enemies and new, determined to see him fail; watching his friends die, powerless to prevent
it. Delving into his past becomes his only hope of surviving the future, and forging new alliances is more
important than ever. Except that one of Hayden's greatest allies has been keeping a secret from him that
will change everything...
The Last Shadow Knight Michael Webb 2021-04 On the unforgiving streets of Karad, Veron grows up
hungry, inexperienced, and stealing just to survive. After tragedy strikes, he is forced to decide what
path his life will take. Opportunity arises when he discovers the last survivor of a secret organization
called the Shadow Knights. Apprenticed to learn their ways, Veron begins to develop abilities he never
dreamed he could have. Meanwhile, an enemy from across the mountains comes to destroy their
kingdom's way of life, and the Shadow Knights are the only ones able to stop him. As Veron ﬁghts to
survive the city, he prepares to face his destiny.
Way of the Warrior, The (Young Samurai, Book 1) Chris Bradford 2010-03-28 Shipwrecked on the shore of
Japan, twelve-year-old Jack Fletcher is wounded and alone. His father and the entire crew have been
slaughtered by ninja pirates. Jack's last remaining possession is his father's rudder, an invaluable book of
maps and notes about the world's uncharted oceans. Masamoto-sama, one of Japan's greatest samurai,
rescues Jack, adopts him, and sends him to samurai school, where Jack will be trained in the Way of the
Warrior. Will it be enough to help Jack defeat Dragon Eye, the ruthless ninja who is intent on stealing the
rudder at any cost?
The Broken Prism: Cave of Nightmares V. St. Clair 2015-03-14
World Serpent Arcanist Shami Stovall 2021-01-15 Death. Destiny. The rise of god-arcanists. Volke
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Savan has reunited with the Frith Guild just in time to help ﬁght the Second Ascension, a group of powerhungry dastards bent on controlling the newly created god creatures. The world serpent is the ﬁrst on
their list, and if the Second Ascension manages to harness its power, the world will forever be changed
for the worse. But the Frith Guild has another plan. They intend to beat the Second Ascension to the
world serpent and have it bond with someone trustworthy-a mysterious man who Guildmaster Eventide
believes will usher the world into an era of peace. As Volke struggles to improve his magic, and also
become a mentor for a new knightmare arcanist, he realizes that this may be one adventure the guild
never makes it back from... Continue the Frith Chronicles with the ﬁfth book, World Serpent Arcanist!
Praise for the Frith Chronicles! "Perfect for those who enjoy the Codex Alera series, the Homas Wildus
series and the Harry Potter series. Stovall is quickly becoming a name I look for." - Seattle Book Review
(for Knightmare Arcanist, Book I) "Dread Pirate Arcanist is a brilliant novel from start to ﬁnish." - Coﬀee
Pot Book Club (for Dread Pirate Arcanist, Book II) "Marvelously entertaining!" - The Prairies Book Review
(for Coliseum Arcanist, Book III) "It is [the] seamless inclusion of lore, world-building, and character back
story that marks Shami Stovall's writing, and what keeps her books head and shoulders above others in
her genre." - ManyBooks Review (for Plague Arcanist, Book IV)
Plague Arcanist Shami Stovall 2020-07-07 Every moment counts as Volke Savan races south to the city
of New Norra. His goal: ﬁnd Theasin Venrover, the famous artiﬁcer who may have a cure for the arcane
plague. Separated from most of the Frith Guild-and even his sister-Volke must rely on the crew of the
airship, the Sun Chaser, to help him ﬁnd Theasin in time.
The Spirit Binds D. K. Holmberg 2019-08-25 The Inquisitors have been stopped, but the one who leads
them remains at large. Tolan discovers a dangerous plot against the Academy-and all of Terndahl-the
Inquisitors have planned for far longer than any have suspected. The power involved is unlike anything
ever encountered by those within the Academy. Tolan isn't sure he's capable of understanding what has
happened, but with his connection to the elementals, he might be the only one able.The key to what's
happening is tied to something in Tolan's past. For him to stop the one who leads the Inquisitors, and to
understand what they're after, requires him to know more about where he came from and why his
parents left him in Ephra. Stopping the Inquisitors is only the beginning, not only for Tolan to save
Terndahl, but to ﬁnally know himself.
War Sovereign Soaring The Heavens Feng Qin Yang 2019-01-16 Earth’s top weapon specialist’s soul
crossed over to an alternate world, merged with Rebirth Martial Emperor’s memories, cultivating Nine
Dragons War Sovereign Technique, sweeping through all opposition with invincible might! Able to reﬁne
medicine, capable of crafting weapons, and knows the art of inscription…. Being skilled in all professions
is the way of kings!
The Dark Realm Anthea Sharp 2011-12-02 ~ USA Today bestselling Fantasy~ Ready Player One with
Faeries! "Anyone and everyone who enjoys fantasy, gaming, a great story, amazing characters,
incredible writing, worlds that are so alive they don't stay within the pages - MUST read this. If you
haven't started this series yet, do not wait another second. You won't regret it!" - The Crooked Word
WHEN A GAME... Feyland is the most immersive VR game ever designed, and Jennet Carter is the ﬁrst to
play the prototype. But she doesn’t suspect the virtual world is close enough to touch — or that she’ll be
battling for her life against the Dark Queen of the faeries. TURNS REAL... Tam Linn is the perfect hero —
in-game. Too bad the rest of his life is seriously ﬂawed. The last thing he needs is rich-girl Jennet prying
into his secrets, insisting he’s the only one who can help her. WINNING IS EVERYTHING... Together, Jennet
and Tam enter the Dark Realm of Feyland, only to discover that the entire human world is in danger.
Pushed to the limit of their abilities, they must defeat the Dark Queen… before it’s too late. RAVE
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REVIEWS for FEYLAND: "Jennet was a character that I fell in love with instantly. She is a girl who loves
video games, has a great sense of competition, and is just tough enough without being overbearing." -- 5
Star review from Hopelessly Devoted Bibliophile "5 stars! If you like faeries, a touch of sci-ﬁ and old
ballads, this is deﬁnitely the story for you." --Watercolor Moods "Feyland was such a quick and engrossing
read I couldn't help but read it in one sitting! It ﬂowed seamlessly and was so vivid I felt like I was right
there in the dark realm. It's packed with action, magic, and of course faeries! Does it get any better than
that?! Nope, I can't wait to read the rest of this series!" -- Book Addict "With a fresh twist on the faery
lore, Feyland: The Dark Realm will ﬁnd its way into your mind - and your heart. Forget that this is a faery
book. It's more than that. It's the story of a boy, a girl, and their brilliant strength." -- The Reviews News
KEYWORDS: Bestselling Young Adult Fantasy Series, Coming-of-age, Fairies, Fairy Tales and Retellings,
Celtic Folklore, Science Fantasy, MMO Gaming, Action Adventure, Magic Realms, Cyberpunk, litRPG,
GameLit, Ready Player One, Warcross, Caravel, Graceling, Julie Kagawa, Sarah J. Maas, Court of Thorns
and Roses, Cinder, Marissa Mayer, Melissa Marr, Portal Fantasy, Virtual Reality, ACOTAR, Tam Lin, Tamlin,
Dark Fae, WoW, World of Warcraft, gamer ﬁction, books for teens, books for boys, books for girls, YA
reader, best book, Ready Player Two, Blaise Corvin, Carrie Summers, Trapped in a Game, James Hunter,
free, freebie, ﬁrst in series
The Outcast Taran Matharu 2018-05-01 The thrilling extension of the eBook novella Origins, The
Outcast continues Arcturus's story into a feature length novel. When stable boy Arcturus accidentally
summons a demon and becomes Hominum's ﬁrst common summoner, he becomes the key to a secret
that the powerful overlords would do anything to keep hidden. Whisked away to Vocans Academy so he
can be kept watch over, Arcturus ﬁnds himself surrounded by enemies. But he has little time to settle in
before his life is turned upside down once again, for Hominum Empire is in turmoil. Rebellious intent
simmers among the masses, and it will not be long before it boils over. Arcturus must choose a side . . .
or watch an Empire crumble. The Summoner Trilogy The Novice The Inquisition The Battlemage Also in
the Summoner series The Outcast (Summoner: The Prequel) The Summoner’s Handbook (coming Fall
2018) A Fine Welcome: Othello’s Journey (A Summoner Short Story)
Furies of Calderon Jim Butcher 2005-06-28 In this extraordinary fantasy epic, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Dresden Files leads readers into a world where the fate of the realm rests on the
shoulders of a boy with no power to call his own... For a thousand years, the people of Alera have united
against the aggressive and threatening races that inhabit the world, using their unique bond with the
furies—elementals of earth, air, ﬁre, water, wood, and metal. But in the remote Calderon Valley, the boy
Tavi struggles with his lack of furycrafting. At ﬁfteen, he has no wind fury to help him ﬂy, no ﬁre fury to
light his lamps. Yet as the Alerans’ most savage enemy—the Marat horde—return to the Valley, Tavi’s
courage and resourcefulness will be a power greater than any fury, one that could turn the tides of war...
Winter of Ice and Iron Rachel Neumeier 2017-11-21 In this gorgeous, dark fantasy in the spirit of
Jacqueline Carey, a princess and a duke must protect the people of their nations when a terrible threat
leaves everyone in danger. With the Mad King of Emmer in the north and the vicious King of Pohorir in
the east, Kehara Raehema knows her country is in a vulnerable position. She never expected to give up
everything she loves to save her people, but when the Mad King’s fury leaves her land in danger, she has
no choice but to try any stratagem that might buy time for her people to prepare for war—no matter the
personal cost. Hundreds of miles away, the pitiless Wolf Duke of Pohorir, Innisth Eanete, dreams of
breaking his people and his province free of the king he despises. But he has no way to make that
happen—until chance unexpectedly leaves Kehara on his doorstep and at his mercy. Yet in a land where
immanent spirits inhabit the earth, political disaster is not the greatest peril one can face. Now, as the
year rushes toward the dangerous midwinter, Kehera and Innisth ﬁnd themselves unwilling allies, and
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their joined strength is all that stands between the peoples of the Four Kingdoms and utter catastrophe.
Arcanist Fables Shami Stovall 2021-05-10 Strange places. New arcanists. The rise of the Second
Ascension. Witness stories from the viewpoints of friend and foe alike, all while the world races to ﬁnd the
remaining god-creatures.
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